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“TAKE off the frocks, and you’ve
got a very modern piece,” says
actor Rebecca Vaughan who
takes all the roles in Jane
Austen’s Women.

Ms Vaughan wrote her solo show with
Guy Masterson and, following a successful
premier at Edinburgh, is taking it on tour
around the country. The script uses only
Austen’s words to bring some of the novel-
ist’s most intriguing characters to life.

“I had no idea what I was going to do
when I started writing,” says Ms Vaughan.
“What struck me was how strong the voic-
es were.

“The adaptations often focus on the
romance, but there are so many other
aspects to her – there are some dark char-
acters who lie and manipulate people.”

Dark characters? In Jane Austen, the
mother of all romance novelists? 

“Mrs Norris in Mansfield Park,” says
Miss Vaughan triumphantly. “She does
everything she can to upset the heroine.
And Mrs Elton in Emma – she’s a real
upstart, and ridiculous, too. Even in Pride
and Prejudice there’s Lady Catherine De
Bourgh. And there are the trapped women,
too: Mary in Pride and Prejudice.”

Mary is the one plain daughter among
the beautiful Bennet sisters, and Austen
plays on her frustration to great effect.

“And Charlotte Lucas – she had one room
she could call her own.” The unfortunate
Miss Lucas married to avoid becoming an
old maid, and encouraged her odious hus-
band to take up gardening to keep him out
of her sight.

In Regency England there was a lot of
pressure on women to pair off. “You marry
or you are ridiculed and you die a spinster,”
says Ms Vaughan. “But a lot of Austen’s
novels say ‘don’t marry for money’. Jane
made the decision herself: she refused to
marry for money.”

Details about Austen’s life are sketchy,
but it is believed that in 1802 a plain and
stuttering man, a family friend who was
heir to a large estate, proposed to her. She
accepted, slept on it, and then turned him
down.Ms Vaughan says:“She used the books
to justify that decision over and over again.”

As well as the dark characters, Ms

Vaughan gives voice to the more likeable
ones, too. She promises Lizzie Bennet,
Emma and Marianne Dashwood will feature.

“I also picked characters that people
won’t have heard of, such as Diana Parker
from Sanditon.”This is the novel left unfin-
ished at Austen’s death in 1817.

“It’s a smorgasbord of Jane Austen,” says
Ms Vaughan, who believes the show has
wide appeal.“It’s amazing to me how many
different types of people come. At the

moment, I’m in Belfast and the show’s sold
out – we’ve got the slightly older genera-
tion bringing families. And school kids. Or
you can come having never read any of her
work and just enjoy the stories.”

Austen’s Women sounds like the perfect
girls’ night out – is there an obvious gender
imbalance in the audience that reflects
this? “More women than men, but I’m
amazed at how many men there are – and
not always dragged along by their wives.”

Does Ms Vaughan have a favourite hero-
ine? “I love them all. It’s a difficult one for
me.” She finally admits to favouring
Emma, from the novel of the same name,
and Lizzie from Pride and Prejudice.
“Lizzie can get so angry, but she mops it up
in this wry humour. I love Emma’s faults –
she’s still on the journey. She’s a heroine
just like the reader. There’s a real honesty
to her which I really love.”

Ms Vaughan has a literary background –
she has a degree in English literature from
Cardiff University. “I chose to study
Austen,” she says. “I’ve been a pro actor for
11 years now. I’ve done a bit of everything,
and now I’m a trainee theatre producer.”

Meanwhile, Ms Vaughan continues her
theatrical education by studying improvi-
sation and clowning. “I’ve always been
interested in physical theatre. I’ve been a
fan of clowns – I don’t mean circus clowns,
but Buster Keaton and Charlie Chaplin.
The man who wanders round the world
and doesn’t know what he’s doing, and is a
bit stupid. Woody Allen, too.”

So what does non-circus clowning
involve? Ms Vaughan explains: “There was
a group of us who went down on the South
Bank. We’d wear red noses and then just
go and play and see where it went.”

Austen’s Women goes on from Tunbridge
Wells to Australia for the Adeleide Fringe;
and then it comes back for a three-week
run in London, followed by more dates
around the country. But what does Ms
Vaughan have in mind after that?

“I’m researching another play about
Elizabeth I. Austen has inspired me
because I’ve loved using the words of Jane
Austen and not changing them.

“I’ve discovered this amazing collection
of her [Elizabeth I] letters. I’m interested
in the first five or ten years of her monar-
chy. I might be taking that to Edinburgh.”

Anne Elliot, the heroine of Persuasion,
protests that “men have had every advan-
tage of us in telling their own story”.

So why not redress the imbalance by giv-
ing ear to some of literature’s most fasci-
nating female creations, as presented in
Austen’s Women?
• Austen’s Women is at Trinity
Theatre on February 4 at 8pm. For
tickets, which are £12 (£10 conces-
sions) visit www.trinitytheatre.net or
call 01892 678678. More information
about Jane Austen is available from
www.janeaustensociety.org.uk.
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